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I - EXECUT tVE S$fiARY

The Sirth Session of the GESAJIP gtorking croup on the Interchange of Pollutants bethreen the
Atnnsphere and the Oceans stressed the inpact of contaninants on climate. This included the
effects of such "greenhouse" gases as COZ increasing tenperature and aerosols decreasing
telperature, as rnll as contaminants and processes at the air-sea interface that affect the
interchange of energy and rnaterial shich could affect climate regionally and even globally.

Carbon dioxide is clearly increasing in the atnosphere at the rate of about I ptrw (parts per
million by volure) per year, starting at 315 ppan in 1958 yhen good records cmrenced. ft is
estimated that the near-surface global t€flperature yill increase by l.5o to 4.5oK yith a doubling
of the atmspheric C02.

Ihe global cycle of carton dioxide indicates that the terrestrial biosphere and the oceans
eaih:1'cle rbout 102 Gt (l gigaton = l0l5 g) carbon per year between thennelves and the
atmsphere, in a trm-ray flux if the system is in a steady state. This equilibriun has been
perturbed naturally in the last tO4-tO5 years at least, as shoun by the analysis of air
trapped in bubbles of glacial ice core5. Since the start of the agricultural/industrial
revo'lution, man has added another perturtation by burning fossil fuels and nnbilizing C02 frun
the fired carbon in the land biosphere. For -the period around 1980, the release of C02 fxrn
fossi I fuel cuttustion is about 5 ctc yr-l and estimates af the release fron blcnass
destruction, e.9., deforestation, ranges frsn 0 to 2 GtC yr-1, depending on the technique of
estimation. The major sink for man<rnbilized COZ is the ocean thich is estimated to accept
ah- r-i GtC annually. The atnnsphere retains about 2.5 GtC yr-l; it is this residual CoZ

'rrat contributes to the annual increase in atrmspheric GOZ concentration, The discrepancy
betueen sources and sinks of man+ade Co2 is in the range of 0.5 to 1.5 GtC yr-I, depending on
the net biospheric input. Argurrents are presented to shou that the current input of C02 fran
the biosphere is no rpre that I GtC yr-l, but uncertainty regarding the biqnass contributlon of
CO2 continues.

Sane of the factors affecting the oceanic uptake of C02 fron the atrosphere are presented.
The gas transfer velocity is contnolled mainly by the uind speed. The other variab'le that
controls the C02 exchange flur is the partial pressure difference betteen the air and the sea.
It is noted that there is a Iatitudinal variation in COZ flux, based on the observed COz
partial pressure distribution in the surface ocean. A net CO2 flux of the order of 2 GtC yr-l
etnanates frmt the sea in the equatorial region betueen 1605 and 16"N. To balance this
contribution, there rpuld have to be a net flux of about 4 GtC yr-l frsn the atnosphere to the
ocean north and south of this region.

Various nrodels of the oceanic carbon cycle exist to estimate uptake of atnnspheric C02 by
the oceans. Diagnosbic nndels have been developed in rhich the ocean is subdivided into a fer,r
vel'l<nixed reservoirs connected by first+rder exchange fluxes. Stationary trdcers (e.g., natura'l
l4cl and transient tracers (e.g., borb-produced l4c and 3H, 85t(", halocarbons) have been
used to calibrate the mdels by circulating the advective and diffusive fluxes betueen the various
boxes. Effects of the marine biosphere and its associated cycle of nutrients have been included.

Recently, neu types of circu'lation rodels of the oceanic carbon cycle, based on a realistic
three{imnsional flonfield and mixing paralrcters of a general circulation nndel of the global
oceanr have been introduced. These nodels make it possible to assess the effects of changes in
the oceanic circulation, arising fran climatic changes, on tracer distributions and the oceanic
uptake capacity for C0Z. They are preliminary, hohlever, and lack certain features of the real
ocean, particgl4rly a real istic representation of the surface 1ayer, including the marine
b i osphere.
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tlith increasing tetperatures due to rising atnnspheric C02 concentration, inhcnngeneities in
sea-surface rarming are erpected ouing to faster surface uarming in areas rith a shal'lou mixed
layer and a strong thempcline than in areas of deep rinter miring or uprelling. Cold sea-surface
tenperature ancrnalies (5STAs), relative to the terperature pattern expected at equilibriun yittr
the C02 increase, rould likely develop, SSTAs influence global ueather patterns, as has been

dennnstrated by nurerical experirents rith ueather forecast nndels. Good agreemnt has been found
betreen the numrical erperimnts and available observations for both middle-latitude and tropical
SSTAs. Rainfall increased near to rarm anmalies and decreased in adjacent tropical regions.
Flajor associated changes in atnnspheric circulation anose. The response to equatorial 55TAs in
middle latitudes is tno to three tincs greater than for mid-'latitude SSTAs of similar magnitude.

A second uay that the ocean may rndify the climatic response to a C02 increase is through
the effect on ocean circulation and the distribution of tenperature and salinity of changes in the
atnnspheric forcing at the surface due directly to the increase in C02. Increased high-latitude
precipitation vould cause greater annual nean run-off, thus decreasing coastal salinities.
Changes in the tropical rainfall dislribution yould effect changes in the density structure of thc
tropical oceans-

It ras recognized that other man-rnade substances besides C}V, €.g., chlorofluorocarbons,
nitrous oxide, rethane and ozone, could influence the earth's radiative energy balance. Hany
authors claim that these radiatively active trace gases could cause a uarming of the
surface-tropospheric system of the sarr magnitude as that projected for increases in C02. Such
trace gases pose radiative/chemical/dynarnical problenrs that are distinctly different and mre
colPlex than those of COr. They could influence global climate through the greenhouse effect,
but un'like C02, they exhibit no inportant exchange processes yith the oceans.

Eoth natura'! and man-rnade aerosols rnay influence climate by direct reduction of solar
insolation transfer to the earth's surface and by change in the earth's albedo through aerosol
interaction nith cloud processes. Natural aerosols, €.g., volcanic emission, may play a rpre
inportant role in c'limate changes thdn anthropogenic aerosols. Ouring periods of extended air
stagnation, accurrulation of aerosols could be enough to change the solar enerqf input to coastal
areas and regional seas. 8ut it is not expected that anthropogenic aerosols nould have rruch
inf'luence on global ocear, climate through direct intervention nith solar energy- The interaction
of aerosols and clouos, on the stl.er irand, may have a rnre significant inpact on climate.
Recently, investigators have postulated that natural sources of sulfur over the oceans nray play an
ilportant role in regulating the cloud-condensation nuclei and hence the albedo. 0thers conclude
that the effects of aerosols vill probably not overshadoy the irpact of greenhouse gases as the
npst inportant cause of cl imate change over the next century.

AREON DIOXIO{

l.l i'troduction

Ihere is co'rsiderable evidence (r'm cl imate npdels that r-he observed lncrease i',
atnospheric concentration of carbon dioxide (COZ) will lead to a signifirant uarming of
atmsphere-ocr.an system Ie.g., see the Vi l'l ach, 0ctober 1985, Conference Report (Wfn, 1986,]_

In the rpdels, thrs udnnlng is due to the direct radiative effect * C0" enhanccd b'l
positive feedbacks due to Linter vapour, snou and ice and cloud extent. The equ,iibriu'n global
near'surface warminQ.for a doubrling of C02 is estinuted to be 1.5" tcr 4.SoK, tith nnst recent
results uith rpdel dependent clourj cover nearer to the larger frgtrrc. rr,,s b,arming is larger in
middle and high than irr lour latri ript..

thc
t frg
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The ocean is erpected to mdify this cl imate response directly in ttro rays. Firstly, the
ocean's large thermal inertia rill cause the ocean (and atnnspherel rarming to lag behind that
uhich rpuld be in equilibrirm rith the G02 increase. Secondly, the aUrnspheric forcing of the
ocean through rurcnttm, heat and cater transfer rill be changed, thus rndifying the ocean
circulation and terperature and salinity structure. These aspects are discussed in Section 2.7.

The ocean's role in the global carton cycle is crucial to gredictions of future atmsphere
COZ levels. Increases in other trace gases including mthane, chlorofluorocarbons and nitrous
oxide are together expected to lead to a rarming of cqarable magnitude to that caused by C02

(see Section 3). The folloring discussion of C02 can also be applied to these gases ercept that
the ocean plays a lesser part in their geochemical cycles.

2.2 The global carbon cycle

A swmary of the principal carbon reservoirs on the earth and the major flures betveen thern is
given in Figure l. Examination of the reservoir sizes innndiately highlights the sma'llness of the
atrnsphere as a reservoir for carbon relative to the land biosphere, sedimntary deposits, the
oceans and fossil fuel reserves. This rcans that even small transfers of carbon as C02 fron the
other reservoirs to the atarsphere can have a disproportionately large effect on the latter.

Both the land biosphere and the oceans each cycle approximately lO2 cttc yr-l betneen
themse'lves and the abnosphere; this is a balanced tro-ray flux if the systern is stationary.
Perturbation of the steady-state situation can c(n€ about vhen the trc-uay fluxes are out of
balance, vhich is yhat mJsi have happened in the past to explain the atnnspheric C02 variations
over at least the last 104-105 years, shom by analysis of air trapped in ice cores (Neftel
et.al . , 1982).

Since the industrial/agricultural revolution, man has applied another perturbation by burning
fossil fuel and by net conyersion of land biosphere (fixed carbon) to COZ. The sizes of these
anthropogenic rpbilizations are currently 5 GtC yrl frcn fossil fuel burning and anyuhere fran
0 to 2 GtC yr-l fran deforestation and changes in land use (see Section 2.6). The COZ enters
tlre atnosphere and about 2.5 GtC yr-l appears to renain there and leads to the nell doiurented
increase observed in atrmspheric C02 partial pressure.

The major sink for rnan-nnbiIized C02 is the ocean
could get 2-3 ct0 yr-l of C02 during the list 25 years.

2.3 Ocean carbonate chemistry

uhich, according to current estimates,

In pur€ rater C02 gas, a'lthough reasonably soluble, can be accqnmdated to ooly a very
limited ettent. Searater, on the other hand, due to dissolved carbonates, contai,ns about 150
tims mre carbon in the form of dissolved ionic species, primarily HCOJ, than does an equal
volune of air at normal C02 partial pressure in equilibrim cith it.

This fact makes the ocean the rpst inportant reservoir taking up C02 released by man to the
atnnsphere ([iss and Crane, 1983)- As re shall see, holever, the acccrmdating capacity of the
ocean is nuch smaller than it might look at first sight. This is so for tuo reasons: (l) the
tine needed to spread the C02 taken up over the whole ocean depth is considerable (see belou);
and (2) the uptake capacity of seauater is about a factor of l0 (the so-called buffer or Revelle
factor) smaller than anticipated fran the static equilibriun partition factor of 150 quoted
before. As a consequence of both (l) and (Z), it turns out that the oceans take up the equivalent
of half of the 

:t.".t*"t.d 
by fossil fuel cor$ustion.

' , Gt (gigitcnt tolS g
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2.4 Transfer of CO2 betrpen the air and the sea

Ihe net flux (i) of c02

essentially tro factors, the
betreen the partial pressures

ocean:

acnoss the air-sea boundara can be erpressed as the product of
gas transfer velocity v and the djfference ( Jpc02 = Pa - Ps)

of CO2 in the atlosphere p" and the surface layer pr of the

j = u cJpCO2

Hence both quantities may be assessed separately. The third factor' the gas solubility d
(i.e., the alpunt of C02 diisolved in a unit volue of rater per unit Co2 Partial pressure) is

a quantity cmparatively easy to estimate and therefore of minor interest here-

The gas transfer velocity is controlled primarily by uind speed driving the near-surface

turbulenci in the uater and thus enhancing gas transfer- In the absence of surface uaves' the gas

transfer velocity y is a linear function of rind speed or rather of the friction relocity and

nicely follom the hyorodyiidnlcdl prediction by 0eacon (1977). Laboratory experirents (Jihne

et.al., 1986) shou, ho*ver, that rith the onset of uind-induced surface uaves the transfer
,"tocity starts to exceed geacon's prediction by up to a factor of 10. This excess factor can

reasonab'ly hrell be correlated yith the man square s'lope of the surface uaves- This indicates

that a highly irregular yind-induced rave field enhances surface reneval by the generation of

additional turbulence. Since surface film darp or eyen suppress raves, they also reduce gas

transfer to the predictions oc the s;tpoth surface nrdel. t{hether, and if so to rhat ertent, over

the open ocean surface filrm do reduce gas exchange, at a given wind speed, is essentially
unknown. The definite degree of gas transfer enhancsent by air bubbles at very high uind speed

is also still an open question.

Nevertheless, it seerm (Broecker et.al ., 1985) that laboratory erperimnts, field experimnts

by the radon deficiency mthod, and the geochemical l4C techniques yield consistent global

ai"""g" values for y. Holever, uncertainty stil'l exists concerning the dependence of v on uind

speed, nhich is knouledge required to estimate the latitudinal dependence of u needed for ocean

COZ uptake modelling and for loca'l estinates of air-sea C02 flures.

Ihe other qrranLi [y rhich determines the C02 exchange f lux.i s the partial pressure

difference "\pCO2 
betyeen air and sea. Gonsiderable efforts have been undertaken to docu€nt

this quantity on a global sca'le (xeeling, 1958; Takahashi et.al., 1983).

The seasona1 variation of the atarspheric C02 nixing ratio varies frmt a fe$ pFn in the

southern hemisphere to not nnre than 20 ppn in high northern latitudes (Pearman et-q].'1983;
Convay g!._!_!.,'19S5), Furthenmre, annually averaged man miring ratios vary less than 4 ppn as a

function of geographic location (Pearman gt.al., 1983; Pearman and Hyson, 1986). 0n the other

hand, the partial pressure of C02 in the surface ocean varies spatially and terporally by up to

t lO0 ppm and occasionally nnre. llence its influence on the distribution of -\pC02 is much nnre

pronounced.

The partial pressure of CO2 at a given location in the surface ocean is determined by the

canplex interaction of several pnocesses:

gas exchange rith the atmsPhere;
chemical equilibrir.m yith the different ccnponents of dissolved inorganic carbon;

depth of the mixed surface ocean layer;
upr,lelling of and mixing uith subsurface uater;
horizont$ advection of udters uith different history; and

actrvity of the marine biosPhere.
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In particular, the effects cf the ma":--,;,r,"1.,rere are silii poorly understood.

The general pattern of the min annual distribution of 3pC02 consists of an equatorial be'lt
of supersaturated uaters rith excess 4pC0Z of up to 100 ppn, rhich is flanked by regions of
undersaturated uaters to the north and south, The distribution of ApCOZ in higher latitudes,
horeyer, is less rell knorn oring to a seasonal bias in the avai'lable masurments.

fhe present distribution does not represent a steady state situation, since the anthropogenic
input of C02 into the atrmsphere has created a perturtation flur into the oceans on the order of
2 GtC yr-I, that is included in the pattern of the net flur as inferred frsn the masured
4 pCOZ distribution.

Based on a global average value of 61r derived fron ttre pre-bcrt l4gr 61s1r16ution, a net
CO2 flux on the onder of 2 GtC yr-remanates fran the sea in the equatorial region betrcen
l5-S and l6olt. Correspondingly, a net flux of about 4 GtC yrl rculd have to enter the ocean
north and south of this region. Thc rplatiue gartitioning of this flux betreen the hemispheres
may be ilferred frcrn the observed mridronal atrmspheric aradients of C02 concentration and its
isotopic l3CZlZC ratio (Keeling et.al., 1985).

The evolution of the I pC%

atrmspheric C02 levels has not been
in the air-sea flures of C02.

In order to clarify the role of
masurgrents of that property at a
va'l uabl e.

2.5 tlodels of the oceanic carton cycle

distribution ci th tine as a consequence of increasing
observed accurately enough to estimate directly any changes

the pC02 in the surface ocean in driving the air-sea flux,
nurber of key locations for several years muld be very

The uptake of atmspheric C02 by the oceans can be estimated by mans of a nndel of the
oceanic carton cycle, In the past, several nndels have been constructed that divide the ocean
into a fec rell<nired reservoirs (boxes), rhich are connected by first-order erchange f]uxes. The

exchange rates are then calibrated by tuning the predicted distributions of various stationary
(e.g., natural l4c) and transrent tracers (e.g. , the barb-produced l4c and 3H, 85K,

halocarbons) to the observations (Keel ing, 1973b; Oeschger et.al, , 1978; Siegenthaler, 1983;
Broecler and Peng, 1982).

This type of diagnostic ocean nndel has been optimized by increasing the suMivision of the
oceans, inclusion of effects of the marine biosphere and its associated cycle of nutrients, and
the use of inverse mthods to obtain the unknoun advectiye and diffusive fluxes betreen the
various boxes (Bolin g!.al., 1983). Since all of these rmdels are calibrated Hith essentially the
sane transient-tracer data, it is not surprising that their predicted uptake capacity of excess
CO2 is rather similar (Peng and Broecler, 1985), annunting to about 2 GtC yr-l around 1980.

Recently, neu types of circulation nndels of the oceanic carbon cycle have been introduced.
These rpdels are based on the realistic three-dinnnsional flovfield and mixing paramters of a

genera'l circulation rpdel (GCl'l) of the global ocean- Ihis approach is prcnising in several uays:

There is no need to tune any transport
the primitive hydrodynamic equations and

the oceanic GCll. Therefore, the wealth
the rpdel .

parainters, since they are derived directly frm
the boundary conditions inposed at the surface in
of avai'lable tracer data may be used to validate

Ihe fairly high horizontal resolution of the nodel (on the order of 500 km) allous npdel
predictions of tracer. distributions and fluxes on a regional scale-
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The mdel is prognostic; therefore, it is possible to lssess the effects of changes in the
oceanic circulation on tr.cer distributions and the oceanic uptake capacity for C02,

this is irportant if the influence of climatic changes on the global carbon cycle is to be
i nvesti gated.

The presently existing rmdels of this type (Sarmiento, 1985; lhier-Reimr et.al., 1985;
Eacastol and llaier-Reimr, 1985) are, houever, still preliminary, in that they lack certain
features of the real ocean, mst notably a realistic representation of the surface layer including
the marine biosphere.

2.6 The effect of the biosphere on C02

Estimates based on l3c/lzc rccorded in tree-rings (Errecker and Peng, 1982) and on the
atnnspheric f,02 history of the last 200 years determined frm air bubbles trapped in Antarctic
ice-cores (Siegenthaler and 0eschger, 1987), indicate, besides the lnonn input frun fossil fuel,
an additional source of C02 L^i-:r':t-'io the terrestrial biosphere. This source shous a peak

around 1900 and a decline since then. During the tim period 1959-1983 the net biospheric source
contribution is estinated to lie betueen 0.0-1.0 GtC year-1. These estimates are based on an

assured oceanic uptake capacity for C0, as given by state-of-the-art ocean carbon cycle mdels;
uhich, houever, have been validated by independent data (see section 2.5).

Itooduell et.al., (19831, based on population and land use statistics, estimated that during
1980 betueen 1.8 GtC and 4.7 GtC year-l ras released by the biosphere due to delcorestation (801)

and ch>.qps in land use, primarily in the tropics. A subsequent study by the sane group of
in -rrgators resulted in smerhat louer figures, giving as best estinate an annual release of'1.8
*rC for the year 1980 (Houghton et.al., 1987). Bolin (19S6) revieued these estimates and

concluded that this source contributed 0.8-2.4 GtC year-l during the last decade.

Elliot et.al. (1985) analyzed indepth the COZ concentrations nrasured at the llauna Loa

Observatory. They care to the conclusion that the C02 record at llauna Loa is not consistent
vith net annual additions or subtractions of CO2 other than frfii fossil fuels unless such
additions have closely follored the trend of the fossil fuel input. Given the uncertainties, a

net biotic addition betuecn rQ-7 and -O.2 ctC year-l is alloued by the analysis.

There is sme evidence that increased plant production could have lead to a net uptake of
C02 in the biosphere- Such a carbon flux has not been considered in the analysis by fbodwell
et.al., (1983) and by Houghton et.al., (1987). Stirrulation of land plants could have been
effected either directly as a consequence of increasing atnnspheric COZ levels (Kohlmaier

et.al., 1987) or frsn increased use of fertilizing agents in agriculture. Peterson and llellillo,
(1987), hoyeuer, estimated the latter effect to contribute not finre than 0.2 GtC y€ar-t, based
on the assurption of a constant elenent ratio of carbon to phosphorus and nitrogen in terrestrial
organic material. on the other hand, changes during the last 200 years in physiological
parancters of plant; grouing in rennte areas haye been observed, such as a reduction of pore
density per unit leaf area (l$ooduard, '|987) and increased in the size of tree-rings (Laf{arche

et.al., i984). (ohlmaier g!=il=, (1987), find by mans of a biota mdel that the increased
storage of carb'-irr in the biosphere due to the COt ferti'l ization effect could amunt of 0.7-2.1
GtC year-l-

lf the COZ fertil ization effect is real the net biospheric release of carbon to the
atnnsphere presently (deforestation minus fertilization) rould lie in the range fron 0 to l.GtC
year-1, thus alrnst balancing the globa'l carbon budget. Otheruise, an irbalance of I to 2 GtC

y"".-l results, uhich has to be exp'tained either by an oceanic s'ink being greater than currently
acceptab'le, or by one or several, heretofore not yet identified sinks.
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The foregoing discussion deals only rith the terrestrial biosphere- It is uncertain hs the
marine biosphere has responded to changing COZ concentrations in the atnnsphere or rhat
contribution it has made to atmspheric C02. Generally, it has been assmd that on an annual
basis, the uptake of CA2 by photosynthesis by marine plant life has been balanced by release of
COZ fron respiration and decay of marine plant and animal organimrs. This may not be true.
Increased input of nutrients frqn Iand as a result of agricultural practices, €.g., soil
fertilization, could result in greater marine plant production. tf the plants are harvested by
marine fauna or rtun, or if they die and sink to enter the sedimnts, then CO2 is renoved fron
the surface layer of the sea, and ultimately frm the atrmsphere. The marine biosphere rould
becmn an enhanced sinl for CO2.

In the foregoing connection, recent studies of the mid-Atlantic Bight of the U.S.A., the
south-eastern Bering Sea, and the Peruvian coast (lhlsh g!.al=, 1985) estimate that the prcsent
carton loading to the continental slopes of the rmld, as a result of erport of organic carbon
fron continental shelves, ranges frun about 0.3 to 0.48 Gt C y;-1. In earlier r.eports, it ras
proposed that the increased carbon to slope sr....-..-- - the mid-Atlantic coast may have occurred
in response to eutrophication (fhlsh et.al., l98l), and off Peru in response to overfishing the
anchovy, the major herbivore (llalsh, l98lt, creating transient gradients in the vertical profiles
of sedimnt carton- llalsh et.al. (1985) used a cdination of sedimntation and miring rates of
carton, the C:tl ratio (approx. 8) of the upper 50 cm of sedinnnts, and the annunt of nitrogen
thought to be released frm the coastal zone to make an independent estimate of anthropogenic
carton loading to rrcrld slopes of about 0.3 to 0.5 GtC yr-|. A'lthough the authors note that
additional masuremnts are required to test their conclusions, they feel that their data set is
consistent rith the hypothesis that continental slopes are nor depocentres for storage of
anthropogenic releases of C02.

Another possible biogenic route for GO2 uptake in the ocean is by dissolution of calciun
carbonate mineral phases. The general situation is that near-surface uaters are supersaturated
rith respect to calcitic solid phases, so that dissolution by ercess COZ taken up frqn the
atnnsphere is not expected; only further dun the vater colrnn (several km depth) does the syst€m
becme undersaturated vith respect to calcite. lhlever, recent rorl in the ll. Pacific (Betzer
et.al., 1984) has indicated that aragonite pteropods are subject to dissolution in quite shalls
rater (<ZZOOnl, and this may be an in;e111s,t nrchanign for uptake of additional anthropogenic
C02 by the near-surface oceans.

0ther effects of C02 on the marine envirornnnt include changes in pH and tenperature in the
surface seavater layer. Projected increases in atnnspheric C02 have been shoyn (Liss and Crane,
19831 to reduce p+l by 0.3 for a doubling in atnnspheric pCO2. Increased atmspheric telperature
by l.5o-4.soK, rith a doubling of atrrcspheric COZ concentration, rnuld also increase th€
tenperature of the surface searater. t{trat irpact these physical and chemical changes in the
seavater rould have on the marine biota can only be speculated at present. The effect of pH

change vithin the normal range for sealater, i.e., 7.5 to 8.5, uould prubably be insignificant, in
that marine organisns shou'ld be able to adapt to such changes. Houeyer, a decrease in pH belorrr

the nonnal lorer limit experienced by marine organism could have adverse effects. Similarly, a

tenperature increase above the upper nomurl lirnit could cause popu'lation changes. ibreover, if
terperature is an inportant variable triggering phytoplankton blosm, increased tenperature due to
higher CO2 concentrations could tflporally advance such b'locns and disrupt the marine ecosystern.

2.7 Oceanic rpdification of climatic effects of increasing C02

The ocean trculd be expected ,o rarm as a result of increasing attospheric COZ conLent.
Eecause of the dependence of the ocean's thermal inertia on the depth of miring, faster surface
uarming uould be expEcted in areas rith a shallor mixed layer and strong thenrpcline than in areas
lhere deep mixing occurs in rinter or upuelling of rater frsn a fey hundred rEtres is prevalent.
These inhmgenei ties in surface uarming rnuld lead to the develoFrpnt of cold sea-surface
terperature anmalies (SSTAs), relative to the tenperature pattern rhich would pertain at
equilibriun Hith the C02 increase, and so also relative to the thermal forcing of the land.
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A first estirnte of these cold SSIAs is obtainable frqn results published by Bryan et.al.
(19821 on the response to a sudden quadrupling of C02. lblever, it. should be rcrerbered that
the thennal lag obtained in such an experimnt rill be larger than that vith a gradual C02

increase. Firstly, one may note in Bryan et.al.'s rcsults a faster rarming near the ocean surface
than at depth. After l0 years the surface rarming is l.5o to 3"(, corpared rith less than 0.5oK,
at rnst depth belor 600 m. The thenmcline muld thus be mre stable rith probable irpacts on

vertical mixing. The zonal man surface changes shor that the approach of SSI to equilibriun ras
faster at 20o-45o latitude over the first 15 years. Holever, by 25 yearsr frsn the cOZ

increase, the response ras nuch nnre uniform rith the surface rarming near 701 of the equilibrirm
figure at rpst latitudes. llith an equilibriun rarming of about 3oK in the tropics and 5" to 5oK

at 45o40o latitude, similar to mre recent results for a doubling of C02, the inplied
zonally-averaged cold ancnalies, are about lo and zoK in tropics and middle latitudes,
respectively. Regional ancnalies could be substantially Iarger.

Such SSTAs vould be near the maxinrm curently observed on large horizontal scales. Thus the
results of observational "',- i.rsr,,rng studies on the atnospheric effects of such anmalies may be

relevant to C02 climate inpact studies. The effects of SSTAs in nodels have been reviened by

Ronntree (1985, and personal ccnm.lnication at the neeting). Generally, both for middle latitude
and tropical SSTAs, good agremnt has been found betreen numrical experimnts. and betceen
experimnts and available observational studies. Tropical SSTAs had major effects on tropical
c'l imate; rainfal I ms increased near rann anmal ies and decreased in adjacent tropical regions.
There cere major associated changes in circulation. For ex4le, uith uarm anqnalies over the
equatorial Pacific, upper troposphere anticyclonic cells develop near l5ol{ and S in the'longitude
of th- ssTA, nith increased easterly floi on the equatorial side (above decreased surface
r .erlies) and an enhanced subtropical jet to poleuard. Further poleuard, a mid-]atitude trough
rs introduced throughout the troposphere. Eoth in nndels and the real atmsphere, a dovnstreant
pavetrain can usually be identified, rith an anticyclonic nesponse near 600-700 latitude and a

cyclonic response further dornrind. These features appear to depend on the location of the SSTA

relative to cl imato'logical f lor (see also Sinrmns, 1982).

Ihe response to mid-latitude SSTAs H<ts found to be generally consistent uith earlier
theoretical rork, rith a surface lor near the rarm SSTA and a middle tropospheric ridge at sorr
20o longitude docn:trea;r. In middle latitudes, the response to equatorial SSTAs is trn to three
tims greater than that for mid-latitude SSTAs of simjlar magnitude. Thus, for the cold anmalies
relative to the equilibriun state for increased C02, the mid-latitude responses to tropical aM
ertra-tropical features could be of similar magnitude. Houever, non-uniformity of the heating of
the tropical oceans could dmrinate the response both in the tropics and at middle latitudes. Such

non-uniformity could be caused by the distribution of mixed-layer depth or upnelling or by
anqnalous atrnspheric cir'culation in the tropics, in the safiE yay that the onset and maintenance

of equatorial Pacific ancrnalies can be attributed to particular vind patterns.

The second uay rn rhich the ocean may mdify the climate response to a Co2 increase is
thrrugh the effect, on ocean circulation and the distribution of tenperature and salinity, of
changes in the atnnspheric forcing at the surface due directly to the increase in C02- There is
little agreemnt as yet concerning such changes. One feature noted in the Villach 1985 Conference
staterent (n'n 1986) is that increased high-'latitude precipitation may lead to greater annual

man runrff, so decreasing coastal salioities. lncreased precipitation over high-latitude oceans

may have a similar effect aray frun codsts- A reduction in sea ice vould also nndify the salinity
distribution in the mixed layer, and it is possible that the inpact of these changes on the
density structurc rou'ld have significant effects on tefiperature, the ocean circulation and marine
'life, additional to those resulting directly frqn lhe general warming. The density structure of
the tropical oceans rpuld also be affected by changes in the tropical rainfall distribution and a

probatrle generf,l'increase in ocean evaporation. llore rpdelling studies are needed to quantify
these and other possible irpacts, including those associated uith the lag in ocean temperature
resr,onse discussed above.
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3. OTHER RADIATIVETY ACTIVE TRACE GASE5

Eesides the influence of C02 on climate as, detailed in the last section, other trace gases
may also act as'greenhouse'gases. In the last fifty years, the nrder of anthropogenic gases
released to the atmsphere has risen substantially. A decade ago, researchers fiist suggested
that other mrn-mrde substances, e,g. chlorofluorocarbons, nitrous oxide, mthane, troposptreric
ozone and others, could influence the radiative ener!ry balance just as rell as carton dioride
(Rananathan, 1975; tfang et.al., 1976). Recently, this suggestion has been definitively revieued
by Rananathan et.al. (1985).

Table I lists trace gases that are currently considered to be the mst inportant for the
future state of the gtobal atnnspheric environmnt and gives ayerage rates of this increase. The
best knorn exarple is the uell-docmnted increase of COZ as reasured over nearly three
decades- llore recently, the concentration increases of several other trace gases yere also
doctmnted, the foremst being Elrrroo ^itrous oxide and carbon mnoxide. These trace gases have

Tablc I

Conccntration increases and effects of trace gases

R.te of
increase

Ave- I per yr
(rangel

Effects Sources
Li fetim
(years )

Carbon dioxide

llethane

0-rt
(0.24.71

1.3
( r-2)

0.3

ldded greenhouse
effect

Mded greenhouse
effect; otl cycle;
orone (tropospheric
and stratospheric)

Added greenhouse
effect; ozone
depletion (strato-
sphere)

Indirect effects,
$l depletion
( troposphere I

idded greenhouse
effect; otone
depletion (strato-
sphere )

ozone depletion
( stratosphere )

Mded greenhouse
effect

X.tural;
cfibustion

lo-15

l{atural ; 7- l0
food production

llatural; 100
cortustion;
agri cu I ture

llitrous oride

C.rbon
mnoride

F-ll and F-12

0thers
F-l l3
F _22

llethyl chloroforn
Cartontetra- - '
chloride

llatural;
cortustion;
autombi les

Anthmpogeni c

0.2

5Gt00

t0
ll
5

3

Long

t5
6

50

Anthropogeni c
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prrbably existed in the Earth's atnnsphei',, igr a"rin:. irur are nor being increased by anthropogenic

activities. In addition, there are several fluorocarbon canpounds in the attmsphere rhich are

entirely man<nade. The mst irportant of them are trichlorofluorcmthane (CCI3F or F-lll and

<lich'lorodifluormthane (CCl2F2 or F-I2). 0ther man-made chlorocarbons and fluorocarbons

could also contribute to the possible depletion of the ozone layer in the stratosphere and to
cl irnate changes. These trace gases include mthylchloroform (GICCl3), F-l13, F-22, F-l ltl and

CCl4 (Rasrussen and Khalil, 1986).

The present sources of these trace gases appear to be as follms. For mthane, vetlands and

marshes are thought to be the largest natural sources, rhile the oceans' tundra, lakes, insects

and other sources together contribute about as nruch as the retlarrds. Rice paddy fields and

dcrmstic cattle appear to be the largest sources affected and controlled by human activities,
yhile bicruss burning and direct emissions also contribute signif-icant imunts- The total yearly

emissions are estimated to be 550Tg (l fg = I teragrm = l0l2g), about half of trhich cams

frm anthropogenic activities. For nitrrus oxide the major natural sources are the soils and

oceans, rhereas cmbustion processcs and aoriculture constitute the anthnopogenic sources- The

total enissions are 30 fg year-I, of $ich about ?5/ are anthropogenic. The sources of O0 are

many and varied. It l6i estimated that, in total, about 2,4d) Tg of C0 are emitted into the

atnosphere everl, year, of shich perhaps half is due to various hunan activities- llo natural
sources of the fluorocarions have been found; the present anthropogenic emissions of F-ll and

F-12 are about 0-4 fg V" for each.

The increasing levels of the trace gases are likely to be caused by increasing emissions- For

mthane and C0, sane of the increase m.y also sten frsn the frct that their cycles are related to
that of fi radicals. As C0 increases the concentrations of CH radicals nay diminish. This vould

in turrr re;1pye less mthane (and other trace gases) than under natural , undisturbed conditions of
the atrmsphere. Therefore, a possible depletion of Oil may be the main effect of increasing C0 and

could then disturt many chemica| cycles and indirectly contribute to globa'l rarming and climatic

changes. Based on masuremnt of old air in polar ice cores, there is sorc evidence that 0H

radicals may already have been reduced by perhaps 201 over the past century. l'loreoYer, the sam

studies have shoyn that the atmspheric levels of mthane several hundred yedrs ago rere less than

half of the present level.

The problem concerning the greenhouse effects of human activities has broadened its scope fron

the C02-climate problem to the trace gas-climate problem. tlon-G02 greenhouse gases in the

atrrosphere are nou adding to the greenhouse effect by an annunt conparable to the effect of CO2

(see Figure 2). This is a fundanental change frm the situation during the period of 1850-1950

(Hro, 1985).

If the grorth rates of trace gas concentration (or their snission rates) that r€re observed

during the decade of the 1970's continue unabated for the next several decades' non-C02 trace

gases can have as much inpact as C02 on future trends of surface and atmspheric terperatures-

In addition to the direct radiative effect, many of the trace gases have indirect effects on

climate. For exanple, addition of gases such as CH4, C0 and M), can alter tropospheric O3,

which is a radiatively active gas. l{ithin the troposphere, the indirect climate effects can be as

large as the direct effects. 0n the other hand, uithin the stratosphere, tenperature changes are

largely determined by indirect effects of CFC's. Stratospheric H20 rill increase ouing to the

oxidation of the increasing concentrations of CH4, and can be influenced by lhe trace gases

through their effect on tropical tropopause tenperatures. Furthennoren increases in tropospheric
H20, through the teflperature - H20 feedback, can perturb tropospheric chernistry and aller the

concentration of CH4 and 03.

Contamination of !he. atnnsphere influences the marine environr€nt in tro uays: (l) directly
through the input of pollutalts into the sea, changing the physical, chenical and biological
pnocesses in the upper mixed layer and sea-surface microlayer; and (2) indirectly through

npdification of atrmsphere and ocean-related processes, especially those pertinent to c'linnte, and
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the energy balance of Lhe oceans- As a source or sink, the ocean plays an irportant role in theglobal cycles of radiatively active gasesr i.e. C02, il20, 03 and halocarbons, uhich can
affect biogeochemica'l processes in the marine ecosystefis throbgh.long-term climatic changes and
vice versa-

For this report, vhich deals rith process npdifications over the oceans, the influence of
these gases is only indirect in that they rill influence global climate.

4. ATMSPHERIC AEROSOL PARTICI.ES

Through man's activities, considerable anpunts of particulate matter and aerosol-forming gases
are released to the atrnsphere. Though m.rch of this rrrterial is deposited close to its source,
s{trE pollutants can be transported thousands of kilcnetres and affect the chemistry of the
atmsphere far frsn their origin. Scientists have been concerned that besides changing the
natural chemical cycles of the atmsphere, these pollutants nould also have an influence on the
global climate (t{ilson and llatthers, l97l). Although these concerns rere first expressed over a
decade ago, there are still many unknorns in understanding pollutant transport and interactions in
the atmsphere- The form in vhich the materials are released, the chemical reactions that take
place both inside and outside of clouds and the final deposition of the given pol'lutant substances
are still poorly knorn.

l{hatever the uncertainties, sflr evaluation can be made of the role of man-nade atnnspheric
pol'lutants on the climate. Horever, before this can be done, a distinction mJst be made betreen
natural and anthropogenic materials put in the air. The recent eruption of the volcano El Chichon
has caused scientists to revieu rore closely the inportance of such a natural phenolcnon on
climate (Deluisi et.al., .|983). 0ther rore seasonal aerosol transport, such as that of Gobi and
Sahara desert dust, may also be irportant in clinate variations (parrington et.al., l9g3;
Heintzenberg, lgSS). In both exanples above, the natural aerosol uould reduce the solar radiation
reaching the earth's surface. It is thus inportant at the outset to realize that natural aerosols
may play a. nItre significant role than anthrcpogenic aerosols on climatic change (geepak and
Gerber, l98i).

Aerosols both natural and man-arade may inf'luence the climate of the oceans in tm rays:

(l) rhe direct reduction of insolation transfer to the earth's surface; and

(2) Aerosol interaction rith cloud pnocesses that in turn change the earth's albedo.

For man-.orade aerosols, the first effect is probably only irportant for very limited regional
areas' such as the northern coast of ilorth Annrica, parts of the ltediterranean and other
industrial areas that bor{er on the oceans- In general, these anthropogenic aerosols rculd not be
erpected to have mch influence on the global ocean climate through the direct intervention yith
solar energy. Only during periods of extended air stagnation rculd the accurulation of aerosols
be enough to change the solar enersr input to regional seas and coastal areas.

The second effect, i.e,, the interaction of aerosols and clouds, may have rore inportant
ilpact on climate. Pollution increases the nurber of darl light-absorting particles in the
atnnsphere and, on the other hand, may also increase the atnospheric concentration of
cloud-nucleating particles. Elemntal carbon is believed to doninate the absorption, rhereas
sulfates are the mrjor nuclei vhich influence droplet nrder. Though emission may vary for these
tto substances, under present industrial conditions, both should increase g'lobally. fhis mans
either a decrease in global man cloud albedo (because of increased absorption by carbon
particles) or an increase in it (because of increasing cloud-drop concentrations). Tncrry et.al.



(l98rl) suggest that the latter effect (brightening) is the dmrinant ooe for the global climate.
They state that a 21 increase in the earth albedo caused by the increased cloud-drop concentration
rculd be equal (in the opposite sense) to the doubling of C02. This hypothesis by Tnanny et.al.
(1984) requires ertensive nuasuroEnts in order to quantify hor such a mchanisn vould affect the

norld clinate. It probably does not overshador the effects of the greenhouse gases as the mst
inportant cause of climate change over the nert century (tilO, 1985).

lbre recently, Charlson et.al., 1987 have postulated that direthylsulphide, vhich is produced

over the oceans and oxidizes to form sulphate aerosol, rill inf'luence the albedo of the clouds-

The formation of cloud-condensation nuclei through this process could be an inportant mthod of
biological regulation of the climate.

5. PROCESS MOIFICATISI 8Y POLLUTAIITS III THE NARIIIE EIIYIROTIIIETII

The effect of contaninants in nodification of processes in the attmsphere, at the air-sea
interface and in the sea, in the context of reather and climate nndification is considered in this
section. It is clear that certain pFocesses are affected by contaminants (GESAI'IP, 1980 and 1985),

but the significance of these alterations in temn of clinete rpdification cannot be assessed at
present. tt is likely that scnp of the effects are confined to local areas, e.g-, regions cith
oil filns, and the global inpact is inconsequential. The effects on pFocesses ane surntrized in
Table 2.

Certain of these process nodifications might influence veather and climate either regionally
or on a global scale. Specific eranples of pollutant effects on inportant processes in the marine

envirornrnt related to climate ane as follas:

Incneased nutrient inputs and ocean heating due to C02-induced climatic changes may

alter type, ntnber and distribution of organisnrs in the rnarine biosphere.

In the marine atmosphere anthropogenic carbonaceous material, i.e., soot and dust, in
sufficiently large quantities could alter the direct solar input to the seas, and

consequently alter the thermal characteristics of the sea and the troposph€re. The

introduction of cloud-condensation nuclei, mainly sulfur cmpounds, into the marine

ahspher.e nndifies the physics of clouds by increasing the nurber of drops per unit
volr;p. Thrrugh this pnocess th€ clouds beccrp mre reflective and hence change the

earth's albedo.

At the air-sea interface, pollutant organic filrm frcn petroleun and/or detergents are

knmn to rndify a nurser of interfacial properties and exchange pFocesses. tblever, the

tbrking Group has determined that, at the present tim, petroleun films probably do not

mdify the interfacial erchange of matter or energy on a global scale, but that in certain
coastal areas and seas, especially those affected by oil production and transportation,
oil films could influence interfacial exchange pnocesses on a smaller scale. Altered

air-sea interfacial prlcesses may influence the ocean-attpsphere exchange of C02 and

Freons, and of natural substances as sources of atnospheric acidity, but further research

is required to establish nhether this influence really exists, and if so, to lhat extent'

Turbidity increases at sea frun mrn-tobilized solids, e.g. fron farming and construction
in riverine inputs, rill influence light penetration and possibly alter ocean therma'l

structure and biological uptake of C02 in the photic zone. Such effects muld be of
gr.eatest concern in rnarine areas in the vicinity of river discharges and near disposal
sites for rr.rnicipal vastes.

l.

2.

3.

4.
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TABLE 2. T'IONITICATION OF PROCESSES BY COT.TAlIINA\TS

PROCESS TROPOSPHERE AIR-SEA
TNTERFACE sE-.1,

PHYSICAL

Sot end dust could
alter the soler trnput
and change the thermel
eharacteristics of the
troposphere. Cloud-
condensation nuelei in
the marine atmosphere
modify the physics of
clouds whieh may
result in the modlfica- .

tion of cloud foroation
pattems and the
earth's albedo.

Organic films from
petroleum hydro-
carbons and/or
detergents modify
interfacial properties
snd €xchange process-
es. Altered air-see
interfacial processes
may influence the
ocean-etmosphere
exchange of gases
(CO, and seid rsin
precursors) that are
sourceg of aeidity ln
coastal areas and s€as.
especially those effect-
ed by oil produetion
end transport|tion.

Agrieultural , forestry
and consiruction silt
runoff influences
lignt penetratlon and
possibly alters thermal
structure in thc
euphotic zone. Estuar
ine areas and sites of
municipal and industri-
al waste disposal would
be of gteatest concern.

CHE:IIICAL

Ozone is the source of
the highly reactive
radicals that control
the chemistry of the
troposphere. Changes
in ozone can alter the
concentrations of
these radieals. Vari-
ous atmospherie
pollutants, e.g..
nitrogen oxides and
hydrocarbons, con-
iribute to ozone
thmugh photo-
ox lation processes.

Enrichment of organic
films with petroleuo
hydrocarbons.
organochlorines and
metals occurs. This
prevents ready
transfer to th€ wrter
column and enhsnces
transfer to the stEos-
phere by bubble
bursting. Exposure
of substances in the
surface film to the
atmosphere 8nd solar
radiation promotes
oxidation Lnd photo-
ehemical processes.

Increased input of sub-
stanees from oan-oede
sounces can change the
minor eleoent cooposi-
tion of seawater. lttetal
concentrations can be
inereased. lnput of
CO, can ctrange the pH
of seawater with eertain
consequences to cheoi-
cal equilibris of ionic
coopositbn.

BIOLOC ICAL

Transfer of bacteria,
viruses and fungus
spores from the sea to
the atnosphere snd
potential trensport to
land by winds. This
is a possible route for
pathogens firom sewege-
polluted eoastal areas
to land animals and
humans.

Pathological micro-
organisms could be
concentrated in the
surface film. Neuston-
ic organisms can be
effected by po[utants
concentrsred in the
surface filo. Er.osion
of the ozone Layer by
freons could lesd to
more UV light inping.
ing on the sea surface
and could effeet the
neuston adversely.

Dissolved constituents
from or.rnicipal end
industrid westrs. os
well as fipm nnroff ,
conld be toxie to marine
orgrnisos or bc bio-
eeeuoulated by theo.
posing a thrert to
consu.oers including
man. Turbidity frm
suspcndcd 6Bner can
reduce light pcnatra-
tion and primary
produetivity. Silt and
other suspendcd oater-
inl3 gs11 beve adverse
effeetr on E€nritivG
oarlne organisos and
hsbitats, e.g. . cord
recfs cnd mangrovcs.
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Annex Il

IIOTE OII GESAHP

GESAfIP' the Joint Group of Experts on the Scientific Aspects of ttarine Pollution, ras establishedin 1969 and is today co-sponsored by the United t{ations, United ilations Enviroment progranne
(tSlEP), Food and Agriculture Organization of the United tlations (FAO), United l{ations Educational,
Scieotif ic and Cultural organization (utlESC0), l,lor'ld Health 0rganization (t*to), t{orid
lleteorological 0rganization (t{{)), lnternational ltaritine grjanization (IlO) and International
Atmic Energy Agency (IAEA).

According to its peresent terms of reference, the functions of GESAllp are:

- to provide advice relating to the scientific aspects of marine pollution V; and

- to prepare periodic reviers of the state of the marine envirornnnt as regards marine pollution
and to identify problem areas requiring special attention.

Since its beginning GESAI{P involved a large nrtrer of experts as nenbers of GESAllp or GESAilp
Srking Groups and produced, at the request of the sponsoring organizations, nurerous reports on a
variety of scientific problens related to marine pollution?.

y GEsAllP defined marine pollution as "introduction by man, directly or indirectly, of substancesor energy into the marine environrent (including estuaries) resulting in such deleteriorrs
effects as harm to living resources, hazards to hunan health, hindrance to mrine activities
including fishing, inpairmnt of quality for use of sea-rater, and reduction of mnities.,'

Zl U. Pravdic: cESAt{p, The First ltozen years. UNEP, l9gl.
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